
QUANTUM ALGORITHAM 
DESIGN FOR CHEMISTRY

THE PROMISE OF QUANTUM 
COMPUTING FOR CHEMICAL RESEARCH

Companies large and small are turning to quantum 

computing to achieve breakthrough competitive 

advantages in chemical, pharmaceutical and material 

sciences. Why is that the case?

One wishes to have these capabilities available 

in a flexible platform that allows rapid 

exploration of alternatives, takes into account 

the desired algorithmic and hardware 

constraints, and allows the scientist to focus 

more on chemistry and less on the intricate 

details of qubits and quantum gates.

Understanding the properties of chemicals through 

numerical simulations has been a key enabler for 

chemical development. But modeling atomic 

interactions on classical computers quickly exceeds the 

computational capacity of even the largest 

supercomputers.

Quantum computers can help. Instead of performing 

‘coarse-grained’ approximations on classical 

computers, scientists can perform much more precise 

simulations on quantum machines.

A common application is searching for the ground state 

energy of a molecule by finding the minimum 

eigenvalue of a matrix characterizing it. While this 

might be done in some future time using quantum 

phase estimation, it may be performed in the near 

future using much shallower circuits with the 

Variational Quantum Eigensolver (VQE) algorithm.

Because today’s quantum computers have limited 

fidelity, it is common to design hybrid quantum-

classical algorithms that take advantage of the 

strengths of each computing paradigm. For instance, 

the classical computer could perform non-convex 

optimization and the quantum computer could 

efficiently calculate the target function. This hybrid 

approach may prove appealing to solve problems that 

even DFT or Hartree-Fock approximations can’t solve.

Perform the VQE cycles

Import molecular structures

Build the Hermi�an matrix (Hamiltonian) 
that characterizes the energy state of a 
molecule 

Allow crea�ng hybrid quantum-classic 
algorithms

Preload qubits with the VQE ansatz

Es�mate the required resources from a 
quantum computer to determine the 
feasibility on a given hardware pla�orm

Make it easy to port the algorithm from 
one machine to another as needed

WHAT IS NEEDED FROM QUANTUM 
SOFTWARE PLATFORMS?

Corporations are turning to quantum 

computing to help. But to facilitate rapid, 

effective and efficient research, quantum 

software platforms need to offer several 

capabilities:
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REVOLUTIONIZING THE DEVELOPMENT OF QUANTUM SOFTWARE
Classiq brings together world-class experts in quantum computing, computer-aided design and computer science to revolutionize the creation of quantum 

algorithms. Our patented technology helps teams model, synthesize, and analyze quantum circuits that were previously impossible to create.
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From simple to complex chemical analysis, 
Classiq automatically evaluates your 
requirements and constraints to find and 
synthesize quantum circuits that meet them. 
With Classiq, you can create, analyze, and 
optimize quantum algorithms for chemistry 
applications.
Dr. Yehuda Naveh , CTO

www.classiq.io

THE CLASSIQ QUANTUM ALGORITHM DESIGN PLATFORM

By working at a high level, not the gate level, Classiq’s technology helps quantum teams model, synthesize, and 

analyze quantum circuits that were impossible to create otherwise. The platform converts meaningful, high 

level specifications into optimal quantum designs, overcoming the complexities of working at the gate level and 

the scarceness of available building blocks. 

The Classiq platform offers three pillars of functionality for teams focused on chemical discovery:

MODEL SYNTHESIZEANALYZE

High-level modeling and creation 

of hybrid quantum/classical 

circuits. Pre-defined structures 

including:

VQE

State and ansatz prepara�on

Quantum arithme�c

Combinatorial op�miza�on

Estimate the required resources

Define the desired synthesis
constraints

Quickly explore tradeoffs
between number of qubits,
circuit depth, levels of
entanglement, available
gates and much more

Determine the optimal
hardware choice and 
configurationfor your
algorithm

Compatible with any universal 
gate-based hardware

Perform system-wide and
hardware-specific optimizations

Interfaces with Qiskit, Q#, Cirq 
and other gate-level compilers

Works with all leading quantum 
cloud providers


